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past  the measur ing st ick  

6  – 30 NOVEMBER 2013 

 

A solo exhibition of James Tylor's ambrotypes on glass and limited edition inkjet prints on paper. 

 

Marshall Arts is very pleased to present its first exhibition with photomedia artist, James Tylor. A 

brilliant young emerging artist of Maori, Aboriginal and Anglo-Australian descent, his work in 

alternative photomedia processes, like ambrotypes, is forging a new path where cultural hybridity is 

explored and embraced. Colonisation had a profound impact on Aboriginal and Maori people, the 

effects of which are still strongly felt today. While acknowledging the past atrocities, Tylor's 

investigations move beyond standard post-colonial critiques to a space where his multi-strand 

heritage interweaves to create a contemporary reality shared by many. 

In past the measuring stick, Tylor creates his own objects found in traditional Maori and Aboriginal 

cultures, which he then photographs. By realising the images as ambrotypes, he evokes allusions 

to by-gone methods of scientifically documenting artefacts and the attendant empirical ideologies 

that were used to classify and segregate the Other. Except Tylor subverts the historical process 

and the viewer’s assumptions by reimaging these objects in his own hybrid image: the Australian 

forms are fabricated from New Zealand materials, and vice versa. Tylor’s forms therefore do not 

belong entirely to one or the other culture. The scale of the works is small and intimate, which 

forces the viewer to enter the personal space of each piece in order to get a proper view of the 

image. 

(Deleted scenes) From an untouched landscape is a series of photographic pastoral landscapes 

printed on Hahnemuhle paper, from which a hole is excised to reveal a black void. The series 

speaks quietly, but powerfully, of the erasure of Aboriginal occupation by farmers in Australia. With 

any trace of Aboriginal habitation removed, the farmers were free to claim the land was vacant for 

their use, thereby thwarting Native Title. While traces of the original inhabitants may have been 

removed, their memory lives within their descendants. Tylor has focused his lens on country scenes 

that collectively shape the Australian imagination and sense of self, and in doing so, exposes the 

belief in a tranquil, uncontested landscape for what it is: a delusion. 
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ARTIST STATEMENTS 

 

past the measuring stick, 2012 

A series of ambrotypes on black glass with clear glass face mounting, 10.2 x 12.7cm. 

Past the measuring stick is a personal exploration that seeks to challenge racial pigeon-holing in 

Australian contemporary society by seamlessly combining my Anglo-Australian, Aboriginal and 

Māori backgrounds together to create a new hybrid cultural identity. 

Past the measuring stick explores the first contact between the three cultures, by revisiting and 

combining traditional tool making techniques from each culture from the late 18th and early 19th 

Century. This is represented in the contemporary revival of the unique 19th Century Ambrotype 

photographic process and the hybridised tools contained within them. 

This series attempts to re-contextualise my ancestral history by creating a platform where Māori, 

Aboriginal and Anglo-Australian cultures merge into one free of conflict. 

 

 

(Deleted scenes) From an untouched landscape, 2013 

A series of Inkjet prints on Hahnemuhle paper with hole removed, 50 x 50cm. Each print is an edition of 5. 

 (Deleted scenes) From an untouched landscape discusses the absent of Indigenous artefacts and 

culture from the Australian farming landscape. The first European farmers forced the local 

Indigenous people off their traditional lands and cleared the landscape for agriculture in the 

process ethno-culturally clearing the landscape of Aboriginal identity. 

This series seeks to challenge the notion that the Australian landscape was ‘untouched’ before 

European colonisation and in fact that the contemporary absence of Indigenous culture in the 

landscape was censored by the process of colonisation. 

 


